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Abstract
Cloud computing service emerged as an essential component of the Enterprise IT
infrastructure. Migration towards a full range and large-scale convergence of Cloud
and network services has become the current trend for addressing requirements of the
Cloud environment. Our approach takes the infrastructure as a service paradigm to
build converged virtual infrastructures, which allow offering tailored performance and
enable multi-tenancy over a common physical infrastructure. Thanks to virtualization,
new exploitation activities of the physical infrastructures may arise for both transport
network and Data Centres services. This approach makes network and Data Centres’
resources dedicated to Cloud Computing to converge on the same flexible and
scalable level. The work presented here is based on the automation of the virtual
infrastructure provisioning service. On top of the virtual infrastructures, a coordinated
operation and control of the different resources is performed with the objective of
automatically tailoring connectivity services to the Cloud service dynamics.
Furthermore, in order to support elasticity of the Cloud services through the optical
network, dynamic re-planning features have been provided to the virtual infrastructure
service, which allows scaling up or down existing virtual infrastructures to optimize
resource utilisation and dynamically adapt to users’ demands. Thus, the dynamic replanning of the service becomes key component for the coordination of Cloud and
optical network resource in an optimal way in terms of resource utilisation. The
presented work is complemented with a use case of the virtual infrastructure service
being adopted in a distributed Enterprise Information System, that scales up and down
as a function of the application requests.

Introduction
Cloud computing services are one of the fastest growing business opportunities for
Internet service providers and telecom operators [1]. The emergence of even more
resource demanding services, which hold high-performance, high-capacity, networkbased applications with strict IT (e.g. computing and data repositories) resource
requirements are driven by many technological advances. Distributed computing
systems and large-scale computer networks supporting both communication and
computation are able to run distributed high-performance applications. However,
these applications require specific Cloud services that involve distributed IT resources
interconnected through high-capacity, high-performance, and flexible networks,
which cannot be intrinsically delivered by the current best-effort Internet [2]. In
response to these needs, optical networking offers very high-capacity transport with
increased dynamicity and flexibility through recent control planes, resource
virtualisation and elastic mechanisms.
Optical networks enhanced with Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(GMPLS) based protocols and Path Computation Element (PCE) offer the
opportunity to automatically control, provision, and operate wavelength switched
optical networks (WSON) connections [3]. GMPLS has proven itself to play an
important role in realizing interconnections of a wide variety of resources, or even
geographically distributed Data Centres (DCs). On the other hand, research and
development on optical networks have matured considerably over the past decade,
being deployed by telecom network operators all over the world.
Foster et al. stated in [4] that when plugging an electric appliance into an outlet, we
care neither how electric power is generated nor how it gets to that outlet. This is
possible because electricity is virtualized; that is, it is already available from a wall
socket that hides power generation stations and a huge distribution grid. In fact, they
claim, when extending this approach to information technologies, this concept means
delivering useful functions while hiding how their internal works. Computing itself, to
be considered fully virtualized, must allow computers to be built from distributed
computing devices such as processing, data, and software resources. In this sense,
Cloud computing, through fully virtualized environments, has emerged as a key
paradigm providing services addressing user’s requirements over the Internet.
However, one essential point that none of the countless definitions of Cloud
computing addresses is the network availability or the Quality of Service (QoS) [5],
which at the end impacts over the Quality of Experience (QoE), i.e. on how the enduser appreciates the Cloud services offered within the DCs. The Cloud computing
paradigm typically considers the network to be always available and provisioned,
which is not necessarily true, since applications or services running on a given
instance of the distributed environment may be affected by network performance,
throughput, or even delay. In order to dynamically provision Cloud resources located
at the Data Centres and gain full benefit of these, it is crucial to have control over the
quality of the network connections.
The migration towards a full range and large-scale convergence of Cloud and network
services has become the current trend, which implies the extension of the
virtualisation concept from only computing to a joint computing and networks
consideration. In fact, resource virtualisation is envisaged as the process that will
homogenize both Cloud and network resources through the provisioning of combined
IT and network Virtual Infrastructures (VIs). Converged virtualisation in multi-tenant

environments allows the usage optimisation of the hardware devices, and therefore it
actually avoids having an infrastructure with many similar devices performing much
less than 100% just because they have to be under different administrative domains
[6].
Network virtualisation is recognised as an enabling technology for the future Internet.
Through dynamic mapping of virtual resources onto physical hardware, the benefit
from the existing hardware can be maximized. Optimal dynamic resource allocation
mechanisms, leading to the self-configuration and organisation of future networks,
will be necessary in order to provide customised services to the end-users. However,
several challenges emerge on the arena derived from the virtualisation environments,
and even derived from the nature of the optical substrate itself, with new types of
constraints when compared to electrical ones.
In [17, 23] the authors provided a general overview of the different challenges still to
be solved in generic network virtualisation environments (NVEs), concluding that the
materialisation of an NVE needs to satisfy the requirements sets by its characteristics
and design goals. They claim that there is still research to go in order to achieve an
open, flexible, and heterogeneous NVE. In [21] the authors considered that the
application of the virtualisation technology relies on algorithms that can instantiate
virtualised networks on a substrate infrastructure, optimising the layout for servicerelevant metrics. They provided a complete survey of the current research in the
network virtualisation area; based upon a novel classification scheme for the different
algorithms, a taxonomy and classification of the current research approaches is
provided in the manuscript.
Finally, in [22] the authors presented Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations
to optimally allocate virtual optical networks over a given transparent optical physical
substrate. The article focused on the different optical aspects of the substrate,
although it provided formulations that serve the purpose of building either completely
transparent virtual optical networks or opaque ones, where electrical termination
capabilities were assumed at each virtual node.
Thus, as a primary conclusion, both IT and network virtualisation, through the
abstraction of the physical devices as totally manageable, independent logical objects
allow applications to easily deploy new services on top of such virtualised
infrastructures. Major motivations to apply virtualisation for bringing together the
clouds and the networks are cited in [6], and can be summarized as: (i) lower
infrastructure operational costs; (ii) enable new business models; (iii) federate
heterogeneous infrastructures; (iv) integrate different type of hardware in applications
with service-oriented architectures; (v) scale infrastructure on-demand or elasticity;
(vi) and reduce environmental impact.
In this context, the Generalised Architecture for Dynamic Infrastructure Services
(GEYSERS) European project proposed the interconnection of IT resources through
WSON networks in a converged infrastructure that can support delivery of end-to-end
services through joint provisioning of Optical Network + IT resources at the edges.
The project adopted the concept of the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) facilitated
through virtualization of the combined DC and network infrastructure in order to offer
performance advantages and enable sharing of physical resources, which brings new
exploitation opportunities for the underlying physical infrastructures, both transport
network and Data Centres. This approach makes network and IT resources dedicated
to Cloud Computing converge on the same flexible and scalable layer.

The rest of the manuscript is structured as follows. Next section contains a brief
description of the overall proposed architecture for coordinated Cloud and Network
virtualisation and provisioning. Then, a first approach to virtual infrastructures
provisioning, operation and dynamic re-planning is provided. Re-planning results
presented in Section 3 comprehend one of the most representative results of the
proposed solution. The next section provides an example of a large-scale Cloud
Enterprise System deployment and how it is deployed over a managed virtual
infrastructure. Finally, the article closes with conclusions and future research
directions.

The GEYSERS approach: Bringing together Data Centres
and Optical Networks
The Generalized Architecture for Dynamic Infrastructure Services (GEYSERS)
project builds on the concept of Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). The project
proposes a bottom-up architecture following an approach capable of providing
dynamic, cost-efficient, and mission-specific virtual infrastructures that can be
operated and managed by a virtual infrastructure composition layer and controlled by
means of an enhanced IT- and energy-aware Network Control Plane. Within this
concept of convergence and coordination, high-end IT resources such as Data Centres
are fully integrated with the network service procedures, both at the infrastructure
planning and connection provisioning stages.
This concept results in a new role for carriers that own their infrastructure by enabling
them to offer their optical network integrated with IT infrastructures, either owned by
them or by third-party providers, as a service. Resource sharing among virtual
infrastructures allows for optimal utilization of the physical infrastructure;
furthermore, the layered architecture allows virtual infrastructures to adapt to the
effective load, and takes into account energy-efficiency considerations. Figure 1
depicts the layered architecture built on top of the heterogeneous physical
infrastructure, composed of IT resources and optical network resources. The
architecture provides converged planning and coordinated provisioning of both types
of resources, enabling the new emerging application to run seamlessly over converged
virtual infrastructures.

Figure 1: Thhe proposed GE
EYSERS layereed architecturee [6]
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Figurre 2: Lifecycle of a virtual inffrastructure
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VI, the topology describing how they should be connected, and the associated lifetime.
When the operator requests a converged VI with both IT and network resources, the
request is received at the internal LICL virtualization allocator through the LICL
service interface. The algorithms utilized for planning the VI are explained later in
this section. The state of a virtual infrastructure always depends on the different states
of the virtual resources that compose it. Hence only once all resources of the virtual
infrastructure could have been allocated, the VI moves to the planned state
(PLANNED in Figure 2), otherwise the request is rejected. Once the VI is planned, its
different virtual resources are created with the different parameters given in the VI
request, and if the creation is successful, it moves to the configured state
(CONFIGURE in Figure 2). The virtual infrastructure becomes up once all of its
virtual resources have been instantiated on the physical resources to which they had
been assigned (UP in Figure 2). It is then ready to be handed over to the users (i.e.
virtual network operators), who can proceed with operating the network resources,
installing applications or even create new virtual nodes. At the end of the reserved
lifetime of a virtual infrastructure, all its virtual resources are decommissioned.
When providing virtual infrastructures composed of both IT and network resources as
a service, the first problem in the management is the parameterization of the virtual
infrastructure itself; i.e. the description of all the involved resources and their
interconnections. This is performed through a semantic resource descriptionmodelling framework, the aforementioned IMF, which converges cloud and optical
network resources at the LICL level [8]. It becomes one of the basic components of
the on-demand provisioning system, since it provides common description of Cloud
and high-capacity network resources.
Furthermore, virtual infrastructures need to be appropriately designed and operated to
address the very dynamic and unpredictable traffic profiles and service characteristics
they are supposed to support. As an example, underestimating the required network
and IT resources may lead to an inability to satisfy end-users requirements, whereas
an overestimation may lead to over-provisioning of resources and hence increased
operational and capital expenditures (OpEx and CapEx). In this context, optimal VI
planning with respect to specific objectives of interest plays a key role in order to
enable the IaaS paradigm into our proposal. Virtualisation, and, in detail, virtual
network planning into the physical infrastructure is a well-studied topic in the
literature [17, 21, 22, 23]. The VI planning algorithm through the GEYSERS
architecture is realised into the LICL layer. Using as a basis the unified resource
model that converges IT and network resources, several studies and analysis have
been performed in order to benchmark the architecture [27]. In [9], Georgakilas et al.
proposed, through detailed integer linear program modelling, one algorithm aiming at
minimize the overall power consumption of the virtual infrastructure itself. In [10],
Peng et al. considered that the composition method for virtual infrastructures should
become aware of the different physical layer impairments that can later on affect onto
the infrastructure operation. Finally, also through the GEYSERS architecture, in [11]
the authors compared the performance of the planning algorithm in terms of the
number of virtual infrastructures that can be provisioned depending on the switching
capability of the substrate contained in the semantic description model (e.g.
wavelength switching or spectrum switching).
However, those studies considered an offline approach, where the set of virtual
infrastructures to be provisioned was known in advance and fixed. Given that the
volume and type of service requests is not precisely known in advance, the required

virtual infrastructure capacity may need to scale up and down on demand to ensure
that all service requests can be supported in an efficient manner. This in practice can
be performed through dynamic VI re-planning. Although the VI planning and replanning algorithms are realised in the LICL layer, the triggering for the planning
process comes from the upper layers into the presented architecture.
An issue of concern when dealing with dynamic re-planning of VIs is how to deal
with existing service requests (i.e. already planned, and deployed virtual
infrastructures) during the reconfiguration time of the given VI. From the pure
business perspective, service disruption considerations are of capital importance,
since there is no re-planning that can affect any of the currently provisioned service
requests. This approach may not provide a globally optimal solution for the planning
problem. However, it will ensure the infrastructure provider will meet the expected
quality of service required in terms of disruptions. On the other hand, Dynamic
Virtual Network Embedding approaches aim at reconfiguring the mapped virtual
networks in order to recognize the resource allocation and optimise the global
utilisation of the substrate resources.
This issue is analysed in [24]. The authors realize that most of the service requests
rejections are caused by the bottlenecked substrate links. In order to improve the
rejection ratio and the load balance in the substrate network, they propose a reactive
and iterative algorithm (called virtual network reconfiguration). The algorithm just
runs when a VI request is rejected. It works as follows. In first place it sorts the
mapped virtual nodes by their suitability for migration, then it migrates the most
suitable virtual node and its attached virtual links to another substrate node, and tries
to map again the request. If the network cannot be mapped, the next iteration of the
algorithm migrates the following virtual node and the process is repeated until the
whole request is mapped or until a predefined number of iterations. Performance
results presented a significant increase of mapped requests after the reconfiguration
algorithm is applied. Dynamic re-planning is also considered in [25] by means of
migrations when service access position changes, and in [26], where a heuristic
uncoordinated is proposed to reduce the cost of periodic access position changes.
Following the business considerations within the GEYSERS project, and the
ecosystem of our proposal (service delivery framework), we consider that any virtual
infrastructure (i.e. service) that is already provisioned cannot be disrupted by any
dynamic re-planning procedure.
Dynamic virtual infrastructure re-planning
Information regarding the volume and type of service requests is not precisely
available in advance of the requests to the VI providers. Cloud services can scale up
and down on demand. Therefore, dynamic adaptation of the infrastructure to the
elasticity of the Cloud services requires constant changes. The mechanisms to update
a given virtual infrastructure can be either automatically or either manually triggered
by various factors and events, having as main objectives: (i) to support the upcoming
connectivity services requests that cannot be served by existing VIs; and (ii) to
optimize the utilisation of network and IT resources. The automatically triggered are
those described previously emerging from the cooperation of both the SML and the
NCP+ with the LICL components.
However, for every planning period t the volume of the service requests can be
described by a probability distribution function (pdf) that can be estimated based on
history observations. In practise, this could be achieved by taking a weighted average

of the traffic demand over the most recent time periods e.g. using the non-linear
autoregressive analysis (NAR). For a detailed description on the subject the reader is
referred to [28]. Once this information becomes available, an optimization criterion is
selected and the optimal virtual infrastructures that can support the estimated services
are identified in terms of both topology and resources. In this manuscript, we
considered that the optimal virtual infrastructures are obtained minimising the energy
consumption of the underlying substrate, through the following expected cost:

⎡
⎤
minEξΤ ⎢ ∑N t ( y, ξ ) + ∑St ( u, ξ ) ⎥
(1)
t
⎣ t
⎦
whereby N t is the power consumption of the optical network resources y at time t ,

St the power consumption cost of computing resources u at time t and ξ is a
random vector that contains the uncertain parameters (i.e. traffic demands) that are
involved in the planning process. Details regarding the power consumption models
for the optical network and computing resources can be found in [6], [9]. However,
for the sake of completeness these models are summarized as follows. The present
paper is focusing on optical network technologies based on wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) utilizing Optical Cross-Connect (OXC) nodes to perform
switching and facilitate routing at the optical layer. The overall network power
consumption model is based on the power-dissipating (active) elements of the
network that can be classified as switching nodes (OXC nodes), and transmission line
related elements. More specifically the OXCs assumed are based on the Central
Switch architecture using Micro-Electrical Mechanical Systems (MEMS), while for
the fibre links a model comprising a sequence of alternating single mode fibre and
dispersion compensating fibre spans together with optical amplifiers to compensate
for the losses is employed. The details of these models are described in [29] with the
only difference being that the current work assumes wavelength conversion capability
available at the OXC nodes. For the computational resources, a linear power
consumption model that mainly concentrates on the power consumption associated
with the CPU load of IT resources is assumed and is described via the following
linear equation [30]:
Est (vst ) = Psi + Psb vst
(2)
where Est that is the total power used for utilizing a portion vst of the maximum
processing capabilities of IT server s at time t and Psi , Psb are parameters describing
the power consumption of the IT server s at idle state and per utilization unit,
respectively [6]. In addition to the power consumption due to data processing, a 100%
power overhead due to cooling has been incorporated in the power consumption
model above described.
At the same time, a set of constraints should be taken into account including: (i) that
the planned infrastructures have sufficient optical link capacity for all demands to be
transferred to the IT servers, (ii) adequate IT server resources such as CPU, memory,
disk storage to support all requested services.(iii) specific capabilities of the
underlying physical infrastructure such as wavelength conversion, and (iv) protection
from possible network or IT infrastructure failures, or specific security requirement
through physical isolation.
In order to solve the above stochastic problem numerically, it is assumed that the
random vector ξ has a finite number of possible realizations. Each one of these

Total Power
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Network Utilization
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(Wavelengths)

realizations is called scenario, and each scenario holds a known probability
distribution function. Thus, in order to extract this information, the NAR method is
adopted to predict the traffic demands for the upcoming time periods due to its
inherently low computational complexity and high accuracy. However, due to the
large number of scenarios involved in the optimisation, exact evaluation of eq. (1) is
not possible. To address this issue, the Sample Average Approximation technique has
been integrated with Lagrangian Relaxation and Dual Decomposition to achieve fast
convergence to the optimal solution.
The performance of the proposed stochastic re-planning scheme is examined using the
COST 239 reference topology [19] in which randomly selected nodes generate traffic
demands that need to be served by a set of IT servers. The granularity of service
duration for the generated services is one hour. Furthermore, we assume a single fibre
per link, 40 wavelengths per fibre, wavelength channels of 10Gb/s each and that each
IT server can process up to 2Tb/s and its power consumption ranges from 6.6 to
13.2KW, under idle and full load, respectively. The following scenario has been
studied: i) 4 source nodes generate demands normally distributed, ii) the number of
arrivals in any given time interval [0,t] follows the Poisson distribution with mean
value 2 hours, iii) service times follows the exponential distribution with mean value
2 hours, iv) a single type of services has been considered that require instant access to
the IT servers, v) each wavelength requires 10Tb/s of processing power.
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Figure 3: Lifecycle of a virtual infrastructure

Based on history observations for traffic demands recorded in the Pan-European
network GEANT for a specific time period, the model is applied to estimate the traffic
distribution for future time periods. Once this information is obtained, a set of traffic
scenarios is generated using Monte Carlo simulations and the sample average
approximated problem is solved to identify the optimal VIs for this predicted traffic
distribution. The upper graph in Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of the traffic
demands over time. The lower graphs of Figure 3 show the optical network resources
allocated to the planned VIs and the total power consumption when applying

traditional static planning and the proposed dynamic re-planning. Static planning
refers to the case where virtual infrastructures are planned in advance for the highest
volume of requests that has to be supported over time. As can be seen, when
stochastic planning is adopted, the optical network resources allocated to the VIs are
significantly lower (about 30%) than these required in case of static planning. Note
that, utilization of optical network resources is defined as the ratio of the number of
wavelength links that are used over the total number of available wavelength links.
The power consumption share between the optical and the data centres is also
depicted in the lower part of Figure 3 where it is seen that the optical network is
responsible for 8% - 17% of the total power consumption.
The benefit of stochastic planning can be exploited in practice by adopting dynamic
and periodic re-planning of the VIs over the PI. It should be noted that the benefits
achieved through dynamic VI re-planning are very much dependent on the VI replanning time granularity, the sensitivity of the triggering mechanism and the
optimization objective chosen. Our modelling results show in Figure 4 that the higher
the granularity of VI re-planning the lower the requirement for network resources and
the lower the total power consumption.

a)

b)

Figure 4: Impact of inter-planning time duration on the: a) Utilization of Optical Network
Resources and, b) Total Power Consumption

Distributed Enterprise Information System: a real use case
This section presents a practical example on how the proposed virtual infrastructure
provisioning can be used to converge IT regions (i.e. DCs) and optical network
resources, and how the NCP+ can be used by a real system deployed jointly with the
SML to coordinate cloud and network resources composing a virtual infrastructure.
The selected distributed application is representative for the enterprise-cloud class of
appliances from the network and computing resource consumption. As the CPU
utilization of the different VMs composing the distributed application varies from VM
to VM, this creates the basis for optimizing the allocation of VMs to physical
resources by taking into consideration the energy impact of oversubscribing the
physical hosts. This is possible because some VMs consistently have a lower CPU
utilization independent of the concurrent load. Thus, the presented application can be
used for showing how energy-aware allocation policies can be used for optimizing

both the virtual (software) and physical (servers and optical network connections)
resources.
A Distributed Enterprise Information System (EIS) is composed of multiple loadbalanced query-intensive application-servers and database systems, concurrently
serving multiple users. In a dynamic EIS, the number of users and frequency of
queries changes, such that the network and computational demand vary as well. In
order to validate the response of the distributed system to the changing user loads, we
specify what the users’ performance expectations are. For this we use consumeragreed SLAs [12] containing the performance invariants in terms of response times
and load distribution. The SLAs are also used for scaling the computational and
network resources of the virtual infrastructure through the re-planning functionality
described in Section 3. The data used for generating the user load is obtained from
empirical analysis of an existing EIS system [13,14] and from existing benchmarks
[15] for Enterprise information systems including analytics and business information
warehouses. The performed experiments show scaling under different types of load
conditions.
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Figure 5: Distributed Enterprise Information System overview

The EIS is composed of four different logical entities: Load Balancer (LB), Worker
Instance (WI), Storage (DB) and Consumer (EIS-C). The LB provides the logic by
which Consumer requests are allocated to processing entities (WI). The algorithm
used for load distribution is Power Saving, where requests are sent to a WI until the
instance is full and a next one will be spawned and used. The WI executes requests
either locally or on the DB, depending on the request type. The EIS-C simulates a
variable number of parallel EIS users which are sending requests according to a given
execution plan. All the service entities are implemented as Distributed OSGi (Open
Service Gateway initiative) services and use a central registry for discovery.

The virtual
v
infraastructure required for rrunning the EIS is first created to allow the
proviisioning of the EIS seervices and then scaledd based onn the actuall reported
utilizzation levels of the resouurces. The sccale processs of the EIS is performeed through
the cooordination of the SML and the NCP
P+ componeents.
In orrder to deplloy the Disttributed EIS
S, the compplete GEYSE
ERS servicee delivery
frameework is useed, from acttual infrastruucture plannning to contrrol plane depployment,
configuration andd IT-advertisement. Theerefore, firstt, a VI descrription contaaining the
mponent. Nexxt, the VI
desireed virtual reesources is registered aat the managgement com
plann
ning algorith
hm takes plaace at the LICL and the VI is provissioned by coonfiguring
the vaarious virtuaalization com
mponents in each adminiistrative dom
main. This allso creates
resouurce reservattions in eachh computatioonal and netw
work domainn, bringing toogether in
a singgle virtual innfrastructure converged ccloud and opptical networrk resourcess.
Afterr the VI has been provissioned, it is advertised at
a the Servicce Middlewaare Layer,
whichh will then discover
d
the available coomputationall pools and thhe network resources.
r
Then
n, the NCP+ is deployed and the IT aadvertisemen
nt process sttarts, coordin
nating the
SML
L and the NCP+.
N
The geographic locations foor running the EIS serrvices are
selectted at the GMPLS+ dep
ployment phhase. At this stage, the appplication description
d
will be registerred at the SML, conntaining thee EIS serviice entities and the
ndencies beetween them
m. Also, thee monitorinng metrics ffor each seervice are
depen
specified. These metrics willl later be useed for determ
mining serviices’ perform
mance and
As.
the heealth of appllication SLA

Figure 6: Diistributed EIS test-bed
t

Figurre 6 depictss how the distributed EIS applicaation is depployed in a test-bed
comp
posed of netw
work and coomputing reesources beloonging to diifferent orgaanizations.
The computing
c
siites are connnected througgh two diffeerent networkks: one deployed over
optical equipmennt and one deeployed oveer Ethernet devices.
d
The former is ussed by the
f exchanging data payyloads, whilee the latter is used for
servicces composiing the EIS for
signaalling betweeen the differeent managem
ment componnents of the GEYSERS stack.
Oncee the GEYSERS compoonents have been deplooyed and coorrectly conffigured to
contrrol and operate over thee correspondding scenario
o, the SML will then reequest the
creatiion of an optical
o
connectivity servvice betweeen each pairr of IT regiions. This
netwoork connectiivity is realissed through the NCP+ deployed
d
alsoo on top of the
t virtual
infrasstructure. Thhe minimum
m bandwidthh of each network conneection is speecified by
the SML
S
throughh the UNI seervice, and it
i will be latter increasedd based on actual
a
EIS
consuumers’ activvity. After the network connectiivity has bbeen established and
signaalled, the SM
ML will beg
gin the instaantiation off EIS servicees in dedicaated VMs
accorrding to the distributed application’’s blueprint specification. The list of
o service

dependencies for the service is analysed to find the correct service instantiation order,
then the SML will create and start the service VMs. Once that for each service its
context has been resolved, a request for deploying a virtual machine with the service
binaries will be sent to LICL. The SML will then wait for receiving the VM
instantiation notification before marking the service as active and beginning its SLAs
monitoring.
In Fig. 7 we display some experimental application performance and network
utilization measurements gathered while running the EIS on a small-scale test-bed
composed of dual core servers with 4GB of RAM memory and gigabit network
interfaces. Each EIS service was running in its own virtual machine with one CPU
and 1GB of RAM allocated. In the experiment shown, the concurrent load was
maintained at 10 requests per second during a 10 minutes time window. The average
network traffic generated by one EIS cloud tenant was 100 MB/minute per VM,
distributed as EIS-C: 86.2 MB/min WI: 142.1 MB/min DB: 65.6 MB/min. According
to [13] the maximum number of requests per VM before reaching the performance
threshold is 50, which is equivalent to a VM network traffic of 500 MB/min or
5GB/min network traffic for a EIS cloud tenant with 10VMs. Considering a
datacentre with 1000 quad core servers, the generated network traffic is
approximately 2000 GB/min or 2.5Gb/sec.
Based on the reported number of active sessions at the LB, the average response time
measured at the EIS Consumers and the aggregated size of the EIS responses’ payload
(as shown in Fig. 7), the SML will scale [13] the number of WI and DB service as
well as the bandwidth of the virtual optical network circuits. Dynamic scale-up (or
even scale-down if there are unused resources) of both IT and network resources of
the virtual infrastructure over which the EIS is deployed is realised through the replanning mechanisms aforementioned.

Figuree 7 (a) Load Balancer
B
numbeer of concurrent requests, (bb) Consumer reequest executioon time, (c)
Consu
umer network read
r
bytes, (d) Worker netwoork write activitty, (e) Storage network writee activity

In Fiigure 8 we display thee simulated energy consumption beehaviour forr the two
serveers hosting thhe VMs desscribed abovve. The simuulation uses a linear pow
wer model
basedd on Spec Poower [20] beenchmarkingg information
n using the sservers’ average CPU
utilizzation. The actual servver CPU uttilization is derived ussing the VM
Ms’ CPU
utilizzation trace measured in
i the previious step. According
A
too the simulation, the
averaage server poower consum
mption is 4.22KW/minute or 250KWhh per server.

Figuree 8. Simulated data centre pow
wer consumptiion versus CPU
U consumptionn

As ann example, if the comm
munication bbetween regiion 1 and reegion 3 requuires more
netwoork capacityy, the SML communicaates this to the
t NCP+, w
which is thee element
respoonsible of trriggering thee re-planninng mechanism
m at the virrtualisation layer, the
LICL
L. Then, the LICL startss the planninng process considering
c
rresources th
hat are not
allocaated to any virtual
v
infraastructure, e.g. free waveelengths in the
t transportt network.
Thus, the virtual link conneccting differeent regions of
o the D-EIS
S is modifiedd, and the
+ can now update
u
the network
n
servvice accordiing to the appplication neeeds. It is
NCP+
worthh mentioning
g that, addittional to thee dynamic modification
m
of the virtuual optical
links,, the re-plannning mechaanisms also eenable addin
ng or removiing unused resources,
r
as weell as the dy
ynamic modiification of tthe virtual IT
T pools that the D-EIS can
c use to
deplo
oy services of
o the application. Thiss deploymennt of the sysstem becomes a clear
and sound
s
examp
ple on how virtualisation
v
n can be usedd to convergge Cloud serv
vices with
high--capacity opttical networkk circuits.

Con
nclusion
This paper has presented
p
an
n architecturre emergingg from the European GEYSERS
G
mbines both
h IT and optical netw
work resouurces througgh virtual
project that com
T virtualisation approaach can poteentially incrrease the usaage of the
infrasstructures. The
infrasstructure byy sharing its resourcess, bringing higher proofits from the same
underrlying substrrate. It clearrly reduces the need off infrastructuure over-proovisioning
since it enables infrastructuure providerss to dynamiically adapt the infrastrructure to
ors’ businesses at any moment off the servicce lifetime. We have
differrent operato
preseented how a convergged virtuallisation enaables the creation of
o virtual
infrasstructures thhat address the high demanding requirements
r
s of dynamiic, elastic
cloud
d applicationns. The virtu
ual infrastruccture service proposed haas been autoomated, in
orderr to avoid manual
m
presence in the provisionin
ng workflow
w. Automation of the
proviisioning inclludes differeent possibilitties for descrribing the reesources thatt compose

the virtual infrastructure and determining over which physical resources the virtual
infrastructure is instantiated. Therefore, VI planning becomes a key element of the
service workflow. Details of the planning algorithms are not included for the sake of
simplicity, although typical optimal functions focus on the resource utilisation, or
even the energy consumption of the resources.
Furthermore, re-planning features of the virtual infrastructure service have been
introduced to address uncertainty of the behaviour of the Cloud applications. When
stochastic planning is adopted, the optical network resources allocated to the VIs are
significantly lower than these required in case of static planning. We have shown how
the benefit of stochastic planning can be exploited in practice by adopting dynamic
and periodic re-planning of the VIs over the physical substrate. Finally, in order to
show a real use case for the virtual infrastructure service and its re-planning feature,
we have presented the distributed Enterprise Information System, deployed over a
distributed infrastructure composed of both IT resources and optical network
resources. A virtual infrastructure is created on top of the different administrative
domains, creating virtual resources to be used by the EIS. Up or downscaling of the
infrastructure is performed as a function of the values monitored at the application
level by the EIS.
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